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and social sciences and between chemical
practitioners, leaders, and administrators.
Such content is also the driver for the
biennial workshops organized by Shannon
Watt and me as part of our OXIDE—that is,
Open Chemistry Collaborative in Diversity
Equity—effort to promote inclusive excellence among the administrations of those
departments ranked at or near the top 50
in research expenditures in chemistry. The
upcoming symposium condenses OXIDE’s
workshops into a single day. The event will
give ACS members a view of how our profession can move forward in creating a more
equitable climate for all chemists through
leadership by department administrations.
Several chemists, including Isiah M.
Warner (Louisiana State University) and
Sandra C. Greer (Mills College), will speak
about how diversity and inclusion have
driven their research programs. Two social scientists, Alexandra Kalev (Tel Aviv
University) and Denise Sekaquaptewa
(University of Michigan), will provide
research-based views on the policies and
practices that would best advance diversity
among our faculties and in our discipline.
The roles that public and private researchfunding agencies are serving to broaden
participation in the chemical sciences will
be discussed by Celeste Rohlfing (NSF)
and Silvia Ronco (Research Corporation
for Science Advancement [RCSA]). Susan Olesik (Ohio State University) and
Timothy Swager (Massachusetts Institute
of Technology), who have both served as
department chairs, will address the role of
inclusive excellence at an administrative
level. All together, the symposium should
provide department representatives with
a clear direction for creating an inclusive
climate that will encourage, hire, and train
a more diverse chemical workforce.
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